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FSF METHODOLOGY PARTNERSHIP

FSF Methodology with its unique methodology to create football superstars using futsal, has developed different products 
and partnership services, to help affiliated clubs, federation and organization to create the modern intelligent soccer player 
(E-Player).
All these programs are designed for all around the world partners that want to invest in the development of football, in the 
creation of players more intelligent and creative or improve their top elite players.

1)partnership plan 1 - Basic & Advanced
The partnership plan basic & Advanced is designed to work with clubs, associations, to help and support them in the 
creation of modern intelligent soccer players (E-players). 
The plan includes
- Formations of clubs’/Associations’ coaches on the FSF Methodology
- The FSF Methodology know-how
- The year training plan, with with weekly and monthly targets for each ages
- A pack of sample exercise to develop each technical/tactical target following FSF methodology
- The supervision of our staff
- The use of FS Brand
- The use of FS staff for commercial event
- 4 yearly meetings of 5 days (BASIC)where FS Instructor will have formation meetings with coaches about FSF methodo-
logy, will discuss the year training plan, will teach the didactic teaching method on the field, will give the monthly plan for 
each age
- 6 yearly meetings of 5 days (ADVANCED)where FS Instructor will have formation meetings with coaches about FSF 
methodology, will discuss the year training plan, will teach the didactic teaching method on the field, will give the monthly 
plan for each age
- FSF Methdology and FS logo must be compulsory used since the moment of the partnership on club/association training 
uniforms of players

Please fill the form and contact us for m ore informations and  quotation of the service 
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2)Partnership plan 3 - full package
The partnership plan 3 is designed to work with clubs, associations, 
to help and support them in the creation of modern intelligent 
soccer players (E-players) with a FS Technical director who will 
become part of the club/association staff. 
The plan includes:
- Our Technical director will lead the full season methodology plan 
(10 months)
- Formation of the coaches with weekly meeting to teach about 
methodology, assign weekly plan, discuss and help the to solve the 
day by day situation with their team
- The FSF Methodology know-how
- The year training plan, with with weekly and monthly targets for 
each ages
- The weekly support on field to every coach to help the coach in 
the training development
- The use of FS Brand
- The use of FS technical director for commercial event
- FSF Methdology and FS logo must be compulsory used since the 
moment of the partnership on club/association training uniforms of 
players

Please fill the form and contact us for m ore informations and  quota-
tion of the service 

3)Partnership Plan Top-Elite clubs
The partnership plan Top-Elite clubs  is designed to work with 
top-elite clubs players. One of our staff will become part of the 
club’s top team staff for the full season or part of the season.
He will be responsible to train, in accordance with Head Coach, 
some aspect of the team or some technical/tactical individual point
For example:
- the pure finishing
- The orientated control
- The body positioning
- The collocation in the field
- The periferia vision
- The rapid decision making
- The effective technique
- The 2 players play combination
- The third player combination
- The pressing out
- The count pressing
- The transition 
- The vertical possession 
- The movement without ball
…..
Please fill the form and contact us for m ore informations and  quota-
tion of the service 
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4)Technical days
The service is created for soccer school, academies, associations and business organization which want organize improvement of 
players in one or more specific areas
Most common:
- The finishing
- The correct body orientation
- The orientated control with and without faint
- The own quick decision making process
- The drilling and 1vs.1
- The collaboration between 2 players (2 players play)
- many others available on request
The duration can be made in 2, 3, 5 days. Every day will have 2 training session.
Every training will be recorded, and there will be individual and group video meeting to analyze the performance of each players.
The service can be done for youth player or elite players with a minimum of a group of 8 players.

Please fill the form and contact us for m ore informations and  quotation of the service 

6)FSF Methodology plan for parents
The courses are created for parents to educate them on the benefits of the methodology in kids everyday life, on how FSF Methodolo-
gy can be applied to everyday life and which are the advantages. FSF Methodology develops the player with some pillar that are 
fundamental for the person too; educate kids with aspect like positive thinking, increasing the self confidence, help them t think and 
take own decision and be responsible of their action are some of the points that transform FS E-Players in men who become leaders 
in the society.

Please fill the form and contact us for m ore informations and  quotation of the service https://futsal.solutions/elements/contacts/Contact Us
https://futsal.solutions/elements/contacts/


